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DISCLAIMER
This presentation is for information purposes only. Certain information contained herein has been derived from sources prepared by third parties.

While such information is believed to be reliable for the purposes used herein, we makes no representation or warrant with respect to the accuracy of

such information. Trademarks and trade names referred to in this presentation are the property of their respective owners. We do not intend our use

or display of other companies' trademarks or trade names to imply a relationship with, or endorsement or sponsorship of us by, any other companies.

This presentation contains forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical facts contained in this presentation,

including statements regarding the completion of business combination, the future results of operations, business strategy, timing, capabilities, and

likelihood of success of combined company, and plans and objectives of its potential management for future operations, are forward-looking

statements. Forward-looking statements also include statements regarding the expected benefits of the proposed business combination. These

statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that may cause our actual results, performance or

achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking

statements. Because forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which cannot be predicted or quantified

and some of which are beyond our control, you should not rely on these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. The events and

circumstances reflected in our forward-looking statements may not be achieved or occur and actual results could differ materially from those

projected in the forward-looking statements. Moreover, we operate in an evolving environment. New risk factors and uncertainties may emerge from

time-to-time, and it is not possible for management to predict all risk factors and uncertainties. Except as required by applicable law, neither

company plans to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements contained herein, whether as a result of any new information, future

events, changed circumstances or otherwise. Other important assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from

forward-looking statements, including discussions of significant risk factors, may appear in Peraso’s public filings with the SEC, which are accessible

at www.sec.gov, and which you are advised to consult.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities, nor shall there be any sale of securities in

any states or jurisdictions in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful.
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Second Quarter 2022

Earnings Conference Call 

Ticker: PRSO (NASDAQ)

Headquarters: San Jose, CA

Founded: 2008

Employees: 80 (as of Jun 30, 2022)

Patents: 160

Opening Remarks



Technology License to Intel

• Entered into Technology License and Patent Agreement with Intel Corporation

• Primarily for memory-related assets associated with MoSys Stellar packet classification 

platform IP

• Exclusively includes non-core technology and IP

• Anticipated total gross proceeds of $3.5 million

• Technology license complements Peraso memories in some use cases

• Peraso, a Gold Intel Alliance Partner, could benefit from future design win opportunities

as Intel potentially introduces licensed technology to market 
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mmWave – Growing Need and Industry Adoption

• Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Chair – Jessica Rosenworcel
• July 2022: “The needs of internet users long ago surpassed the FCC’s 25Mbps/3Mbps speed metric…”

• 25Mbps/3Mbps broadband standard set and unchanged since 2015

• Proposed increase of national broadband standard to 100Mbps download/20Mbps upload

• Verizon, CTO – Kyle Malady: “Verizon in a millimeter wave groove”

• mmWave is a globally recognized technology and solution 
• Announced 5G mmWave deployments: NTT Docomo, KDDI, Softbank and Rakuten

• Major carriers in China have commenced formal collaboration to push mmWave in 

Chinese telecom market
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Industry Leading 5G mmWave Solution

• Peraso Announces World's Most Integrated, Dual-Band 5G Beamformer IC
• Targeted at End-User Equipment

• Support for all FR2 5G NR mmWave bands:

• 24.25 - 29.5 GHz (n257, n258, n261)

• 37 - 43.5 GHz (n259, n260)

• Dual-stream MIMO support with two independent 16-channel beamforming arrays (32 total channels)

• Scheduled to demonstrate evaluation module at two separate trade shows in Q3
• MWC (Las Vegas), European Microwave Conference (Milan)

• Sampling available to select customers and partners
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Peraso 5G mmWave Evaluation Module



Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) Market Momentum

• Market trends indicating growing momentum1

• More than 75% of service providers in over 100 countries offer FWA

• # of service providers offering 5G FWA increased to 75 in 1H’22

• FWA connections to exceed 100M in ’22, then double by 2027

• ‘Is Fixed Wireless Ready To Take On Cable? It’s Early, But 

The Initial Data Seem Promising’ –Forbes 

• Wells Fargo predicts FWA will capture 60% of “net adds”

• ‘FWA is the First 5G Success Story’ –Fierce Wireless

• Verizon/T-Mobile reported 552k new FWA customers in 2Q’22

• RDOF to provide $20.4 billion in funding over a ten-year 

period to support broadband networks in rural communities

• Excellent progress for WISP market and associated suppliers
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Global number of service providers offering FWA1

(1) Ericsson Mobility Report, June 2022



Ramping Customers and Record Bookings in FWA

• Peraso received purchase orders totaling $6.4M for combination of 

mmWave IC and module products for FWA applications
• Orders placed by two established wireless internet equipment and service providers, 

demonstrating the market need for comprehensive mmWave solutions

• Orders include mmWave PERSPECTUS modules introduced in 1Q’22
• Significant reduction in customer time-to-market

• Multi-gigabit access and point-to-multipoint capability

• Up to 10x the range in point-to-point links

• Initial fulfillment of orders expected to commence in late 3Q’22

and continue into 2023

• Growing pipeline of new customer engagements and anticipate 

additional design wins and orders in the coming quarters
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QUESTIONS


